by Gregory Maguire

When seven orphaned Siberian spiders, survivors of an Ice Age countless thousands of years ago, are suddenly defrosted and find themselves in Vermont, they cast their eyes on the seven Tattletales, fall immediately in love and bring them to their spider world. The Hallowe’en celebrations take on an unexpected dimension when an arachnid participates in the seasonal festivities, with dramatic results.
We think Seven Spiders Spinning deserves a ***** (5) star rating because the characters were so funny and very dramatic! There was never a dull moment in this book. The characters were always doing strange and outrageous things! Picture Page Seven Spinning Spiders

*Mrs. Earth is helpful, knowledgeable, and a caring person*
*Pearl Hotchkiss is a helpful, knowledgeable, and courageous*
*Professor Williams is a helping, courageous, and knowledgeable*

Seven baby Siberian snow spiders frozen in a glacier daring. Seven Spiders Spinning (The Hamlet Chronicles) by Gregory Maguire (1995-08-04) on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Seven Spiders Spinning (The Hamlet Chronicles) by Gregory Maguire (1995-08-04). Name: Seven Spiders Spinning

Barn Name: Sia
Gender: Mare
Breed: Peafowl Friesian
Color: Hallow/Fiery hybrid
Mane: Plume, carries Fade
Bloodlines: Firebug x Web
Personality: Grumpy and dangerous
Additional Info: Designed by: Original design picture: ktlasair.deviantart.com/art/Brâ€}